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The new missile, later designated Harpoon Block 2 (also shown as Block II),

evolved into a dual-role weapon primarily for anti-shipping requirements but

with a limited land-attack capability with development costing USD100 million.

However, the US Navy had become more interested in land-attack capability

withdrawing the UGM-84 Sub Harpoon from submarines from 1996.

Accordingly, export markets became the focus of the manufacturer's

marketing effort and Denmark became the launch customer.

The first flight of Block 2 was in May 2001 from the USS Decatur (DDG-73)

with three tests by July and initial operating capability planned for Danish

missiles from the first quarter of 2002. Late in 2000 Boeing stated that at least

seven navies had modified ships to accept Block 2 missiles and it is currently

thought that at least 28 navies are Block 2 customers. The Block 2 missile was

also offered for the land-attack requirement in competition with SM-4,

NTACMS and Tomahawk.

In October 2002 it was disclosed that Israel and the US had launched a

USD3 million study for joint upgrades of Harpoon Block 1 missiles using an

Israeli sensor and elements of Block 2. IAI (Israel Aerospace Industries) and

Boeing would conduct the work. Israeli Harpoons have had a data-link system

installed and upgraded as part of the Israeli Navy's on-going Harpoon

Extension Potential (HEP) programme in association with IAI.

In the second quarter of 2005 Boeing made an unsolicited private venture

offer to upgrade US Navy Harpoons (18 per cent of the inventory) to Block 3

standard from 2010 to meet a perceived demand for weapons that could

operate effectively in littoral waters. However, this programme was cancelled

by the US Navy in April 2009.

In November 2008 HrMS De Zeven Provinciën successfully launched a salvo

of two Block IC weapons off the coast of Virginia, both hitting the target. This

was the first occasion that the Dutch Navy has launched multiple Harpoons

against a single target and the first launch of a Harpoon from this class.

Description
The Harpoon missile is a slim cylinder with pointed nose and cruciform wing/fin

configuration. Both the wings and fins are of cropped delta planform, with the

former being broad while the latter are narrow. Air-launched Harpoon and

those from ship based Anti-Submarine Rocket (ASROC) launchers have fixed

wings, but the remainder have wings that are on streamlined hinges just above

the wing roots. Between the lower pair of wings is a flush air intake. To adapt

the missile for use from various launch systems, the arrangements of ‘shoes’

which hold the missile to the launcher differ. Internally the Harpoon is divided

into guidance, warhead, propulsion and control sections and an integral

booster.

The guidance compartment has the Texas Instruments (now Raytheon TI

Systems Inc) PR-53/DSQ-28 J-band (10 to 20 GHz) two-axis active radar

seeker with flat, phased-array antenna which may be rotated 90°. Behind it is

the missile mid-course guidance unit which includes a Lear Siegler three-axis

attitude reference platform and an IBM 4PiSP-OA 16-bit digital computer,

which acts as the autopilot. The Honeywell or Kollsman AN/APN-194 radar

altimeter has a transmitter antenna in this compartment and a receiver antenna

in the warhead compartment. The Block 1B system, introduced in 1982,

featured improved ECCM performance while in the Block 1C, introduced in

1985, there were a number of improvements to the range, fuze and seeker. The

sea-skimming performance was improved, the missile was capable of an

indirect approach to the target by means of waypoints and the seeker had

enhanced ECCM performance.

The 221.6 kg semi-armour-piercing warhead with 100 kg of explosive has a

contact delay fuze produced by the China Lake Naval Weapons Center. The

propulsion compartment contains a tank with some 45 kg of kerosene-based

fuel (JP6 in Block 1/1B and JP10 in Block 1C/D), the air intake and the

pyrotechnically initiated Teledyne CAE J402-CA-4000 single-spool turbojet,

with combined axial/centripetal compressor, which gives a maximum thrust of

2.92 kN and an endurance of 15 minutes. Behind it is the electrical actuation

system and the Thiokol or Aerojet 137 kg booster. The booster provides some

5,400 kg of thrust for about 2.9 seconds.

The missile may be fired from the Mk 11/13 (used with Tartar or Standard) or

the Mk 112 (ASROC) launcher. There are two dedicated launcher systems; the

Mk 140 Mod 0 for fast attack craft and corvettes and the Mk 141 Mod 1 for

larger warships. The Mk 141 features shock-resistant and thick-wall

assemblies, which are usually used in larger vessels. Each has a support

structure while the front ends of the launcher tubes are held by a clamp frame

assembly. The central and rear ends are held by stacking frames with the thick

wall assemblies providing armour protection for the missiles against

fragments. The Mk 140 features aluminium launcher containers designed for 15

firing refurbishment cycles. These containers are held together and to the

aluminium support structure by stacking frames. Both can launch missiles at

the rate of one every 2 seconds. With four launcher-containers, the Mk 140

weighs 4.02 tonnes while the Mk 141 weighs 5.9 tonnes. Usually ships carry a

pair of launcher systems.

The launcher-containers are inclined at an angle of 35° while the launcher

systems either face forwards, but offset from the centreline, or are at 90° to the

centreline facing starboard and port. The Mk 140 system is 4.65 m long, 1.38 m

wide and 3.85 m high and requires 6.42 m2. However, with the development of

indirect attack versions using “dogleg” flights (Block 1 C/D), the launchers can

now face any direction. Normally launcher systems have four launcher-

containers, but twin-container configurations are used by the Iranian, the Israeli

(Mk 140) and Pakistani (Mk 141) navies and these weigh 2.15 tonnes. The

missiles were originally removed from the launcher-container annually for

inspection, but may now be left for four years with surface-launched weapons

and five years for submarine-launched weapons.

Alternative launchers to the Mk 141 are being considered, including a

low-signature canister incorporated into a ship's superstructure and a

vertically-launched weapon for use with the Mk 41 launcher system.

Submarine-launched weapons are in special, unpowered, buoyant capsules,

manufactured by Lucas Aerospace, although some earlier capsules were built

by McDonnell Douglas in St Louis. These consist of a nose cap, the main body

and the aft body. The nose cap consists of a broach pressure sensor, explosive

bolts and a nose removal rocket. The main body is a tube with shock isolation

rails, which also guide the missile out during the exit phase. The missile is fitted

with a sabot assembly at the nose to provide further support and shock

protection. The sabot straps are cut and the sabot falls away during the exit

phase. The aft body mates with the rear of the missile by means of pyrotechnic

bolts and consists of a folding control fin and planes. It links the capsule system

sequencing controls to the submarine through an umbilical cord. Each

submarine carries six to eight missiles, depending upon class.

The ship fit also includes the McDonnell Douglas AN/SWG-1A (V) weapon

control system (see accompanying diagram). This consists of the weapon

control console with a data system cabinet and a weapon-control and indicator

panel. There is also a data processor and a data conversion unit, the launcher

switching unit and launcher relay assemblies. On the bridge there is an

A diagram of the AN/SWG-1A(V) Harpoon weapon control system 0513970

An RGM-84C is launched from HMS Iron Duke

(Defence Logistics Organisation) 1137061

Table 2

Fiscal Year Missiles launched Successes Success percentage

1975–76 98 87 88.77

1977–78 73 68 93.15

1979–81 114 106 92.98

1982–89 136 134 98.5

Total 421 395 93.35

United States < Multi-platform anti-surface < Missiles 19
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To support AK 630 in Poland's Orkan-class Fast Attack Craft (FAC), Thales

Nederland has integrated the AK-630 with its Tacticos system and is offering

similar integration packages with other mountings to Eastern European navies.

The system is offered as a replacement for older AK-230mountings. Chinese

publicity material also suggests that the mounting is produced under licence in

China by the China Shipbuilding Trading Company as the Type 630.

Description
The AK-630 close-in weapon system consists of a multi-barrel, high volume-

of-fire gun system, a separate fire-control radar and a below deck control

station with remote optical and/or electro-optical sensor. It has four roles;

engaging anti-ship missiles, engaging aircraft, engaging small surface vessels

and drifting mines, and engaging unprotected targets ashore. The mounting is

1.2 m high, 2.7 m long (including the gun barrel), 1.3 m wide and weighs 3.7

tonnes fully loaded.

The weapon is the water-cooled, six-barrelled AO-18, a Gatling-principle

weapon with fixed breech-block and revolving barrels. The 65-calibre weapon

weighs 205 kg and fires 1.224 kg rounds with 0.39 kg projectiles. The elevating

mass, which is covered by a cupola, is on high trunnions in a two-level

above-deck mounting with a below-deck ammunition handling system. In

addition to the gun, which is fed from the left, the top level includes the firing

circuit control. On the second level are the hydraulically operated training and

elevation systems.

Below deck is the electric motor and the coolant system, the pneumatically

operated ammunition feeding system with metal trunking conveying the

ammunition from the magazines to a transfer location and from there to a

separate metal trunk which guides the belt of ammunition upwards into the

above deck mounting. The belt is then guided into the gun itself.

The magazine contains 2,000 rounds of UOF-84 HE-I and UOR-84 HE-T

ammunition. In addition there is usually a locker with another 1,000 rounds near

each mounting. These are fixed rounds both of which are fitted with MG-32

point impact fuzes. The projectile weight in the UOF-84 is 384 g and in the

UOR-84 it is 388 g. There are two types ofmagazine; one cabinet-shaped in the

AK-630 and one conformal shaped in the AK-630M.

The power supply and cooling systems are switched on at the weapon

control station. This is then used to control the laying drives, to operate the gun

and to monitor ammunition consumption.

The gun is fed through a disintegrating link belt and operates through the use

of recoil forces which are trapped by a gas cylinder. It is believed to operate in

a similar way to that of the Phalanx. The gun fires bursts of up to 400 rounds at

a time during which both the barrel and the breech-block are cooled. Used

cartridges and links are ejected into a bin below the elevating mass. The

mounting is unusual in having an ignition system for burning off gun gases

accumulating within it during firing.

Unlike Phalanx the AK-630 features a separate radar director, the MR-123

Vympal (NATO designation ‘Bass Tilt') which is an H-band (6 to 8 GHz) system

with its director mounted on a pedestal and its antenna with a drum-shaped

radome 1.2 m in diameter inclined at an angle of approximately 45°. The

director is 2 m high and 1.45 m long, and with the associated below deck

equipment (including ballistic computer), weighs 4.5 tonnes with each director

controlling up to two gun mountings. The sensor has a peak power of 200 kW,

a pulsewidth of 0.5 ms and a Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) of 1,800 or

3,600. In some ships the same fire-control system appears to be expanded to

include the AK-176. In addition to the radar there is a fall-back optical and/or

electro-optical control system, the latter possibly based upon the sensor of

NATO designated ‘Tee Plinth’.

A twin AK-630M-2 (Duet) mounting exhibited in 2007

(NAVYPIX/Richard Scott) 1413404

A cutaway drawing of the AK-630M CIWS showing its prime elements and

the method of ejecting spent cartridges (Bundeswehr) 0514150

Key

1 Cable

2 Control block

3 Magazine with doors

4 Cooling hoses

5 Carrying bolts of the belt conveyance winch

6 Lever of valve box of the hydraulic pump/Elevation

7 Lever of valve box of the hydraulic pump/Traversing

8 Belt conveyance trunk

9 Pivot ring

10 Dog

11 Gun mount

12 Control block of firing circuit and braking

13 Weapon AO-18

14 Blind

15 Empty case belt

16 Turret hood

17 Turret hood fixture

18 Lashing device

19 Horizontal buffer

20 Turret hood latch trigger

21 Hydraulic motor/Elevation

22 Hydraulic motor/Traversing

23 Pneumatic belt conveyance drive

24 Cover of connection piece

25 Spiral conveyance trunk

26 Compressed air tank

27 Oil-water separator

28 Cooling liquid tank

29 Cooling liquid pump

30 Baseplate

31 Electric motor

32 Lower

33 Lower joining piece

34 Opening for magazine ammunition

204 Guns > Guns > Russian Federation
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Of the many versions of the TEST-71 the TEST-71ME torpedo is designed to

engage submerged submarines while the TEST-71ME-NK is designed for both

anti-surface and anti-submarine roles. The torpedoes however were designed

to be launched from surface ships (TEST-71ME-NK) and submarines (TEST-

71ME/ME-NK). The suite of variants include practice versions for crew training.

TEST-71ME and TEST-71ME-NK are generally understood to be export

versions of the weapon and the TEST-71ME-NK is designed to replace earlier

versions of the TEST-71ME and the 53-65KE torpedoes. Most Russian

built/designed submarines and surface ships fitted with appropriate tubes are

capable of firing any of their 533 mm weapons such as the TEST series and in

many cases it is difficult to be specific about the precise weapon outfits. Many

of the original designs included the older weapons but have subsequently been

upgraded to their modern equivalents.

All Russian weapons in service are understood to have been upgraded and

are fitted with the Sapfir homing system however this may not apply to the

exported versions.

Description
A wide variety of weapons were developed and used or exported by the Soviet

Union/Russian Federation. The following details are provided from published

Russian and US sources and known reliable sources however there are

considerable divergences in opinion in some areas. In particular there aremany

conflicting reports over the reverse engineering and indigenous development

of exportedweapons, which are then allocated other national designations. It is

especially difficult when assessing the crossover with Chinese torpedoes.

Former Soviet Navy heavyweight torpedoes are of extremely conservative

design when compared with Western weapons, although a number are known

to be stored in nitrogen-filled tubes to prolong their shelf-life. It was generally

accepted that it took a crew between four to six hours to prepare weapons for

service. Most torpedoes are based on a common design in that they are formed

of long slim cylinders with pointed noses and fins arranged in cruciform

configuration, contrarotating propellers immediately in front of the rudder and

wire dispensers are sometimes attached to the rear of weapons.

All have electric propulsion systems and can be launched from both ships

(TEST-71M-NK) and submarines (TEST-71M and TEST-71ME-NK) which are

fitted with proximity (electromagnetic and/or acoustic) fuzes and two impact

fuzes. They have versions of AgO-Zn battery propulsion systems to deliver an

estimated maximum range of about 10 to 12.5 n miles and two speed options,

which are operator selected during the run. The operator is reliant upon a

guidance system which is variously described as ‘TV-based' and has the

facility to switch the torpedo to an alternative target and control the torpedo to

manoeuvre in two axes. The TEST-71M's ‘Keramika' active/passive homing

head has a maximum detection range of 1,000 m compared to 1,500 m in the

improved TEST-71M-NK torpedo. Details of the electrically powered TEST-71

and TEST-96 show that both have a seeker in the nose with the warhead

(205 kg in TEST-71 and 250 kg in TEST-96) behind it.

The torpedo consists of five main compartments running from fore to aft:

active/passive seeker section, warhead with acoustic/magnetic/contact

influence fuzing system, battery compartment, guidance section and electric

motor and actuators in the aft section together with twin propellers. In TEST-71

the battery compartment occupies the centre of the weapon with the guidance

compartment behind it and the electric motor and actuators in the after section

of the body. An improved version with Sapfir guidance system is identified as

the TEST-71M. The power pack comprising a disposable battery and a bi-

rotatory electric motor ensures the torpedo’s wakeless going, constant speed

and range regardless of the running depth. In TEST-96 the guidance

compartment is between the warhead and the battery compartment while the

electric motor and actuators occupy the rear third of the weapon probably with

an internal wire dispenser.

TEST-71ME

The TEST 71ME export variant is a submarine-launched Anti-Submarine

Warfare (ASW) weapon fitted with active/passive sonar homing, TV camera

guidance and an external dispenser for the wire guidance link. It is believed to

have entered service in the 1970s. The homing head and the remote and

yaw/depth/heel control systems steer the torpedo in two planes. When the

torpedo enters the engagement zone a proximity, acoustic or two impact fuses

will activate the warhead. The active sonar homing system with the operator

guidance and the remote control unit supplements the passive mode,

providing effective control onto a moving target. With the remote control

system the operator can manoeuvre, or interrupt homing and re-lock the

torpedo onto another target, which is especially valuable for re-attack and to

respond to countermeasures and decoys.

TEST-71ME-NK/TEST-71M-NK

TEST-71ME-NK TEST-71ME-NK torpedo are developed from and replace the

TEST-71ME and 53-65KE torpedoes initially supplied to Russian Project

877EKM submarines.

A diagrammatic view of the internal arrangements in the TEST-71ME-NK torpedo

Key:

1 Homing system, 2 Non-contact fuse: acoustic/electromagnetic, 3 Contact fuze, 4 Warhead, 5 Single-use battery, 6 Control devices, 7 Electronic

unit, 8 Torpedo cell, 9 Electric motor, 10 Towed coil (Dvigatel) 0536690

TEST-71M TEST-71ME-NK UTEST-71E

Length: 7,863 mm 7,930 mm 7,930 mm

Diameter: 534.4 mm 534.4 mm 533 mm

Weight: 1,804 kg (live); 1,444 kg (exercise) 1,820 kg (live); 1,445 kg (exercise) 1,820 kg

Warhead: 205 kg 205 kg 205 kg

Fuze: proximity/contact proximity/contact proximity/contact

Guidance: wire-guidance - upgraded to Sapfir

system, ‘Keramika' active/passive

homing head

wire-guidance wire-guidance

Power source: AgO-Zn battery AgO-Zn battery AgO-Zn battery

Propulsion: electric electric electric

Speed: cruise speed 24 kt (48 kph); 40 kt

(Mode 1);

cruise speed 26 kt (48 kph); 40 kt

(Mode 1);

cruise speed 26 kt (48 kph); 40 kt

Range: 12.5 n miles at 35 kt/9.3 n miles at

40 kt

12.5 n miles at 35 kt/9.3 n miles at

40 kt

10 n miles at 20 kt or 8 n miles at

40 kt

Target detection range (nominal): ‘Keramika' active/passive homing

head up to 1,000 m

‘Keramika' active/passive homing

head up to 1,500 m

n/k

Operating depth: 400 m 400 m 400 m

533 mm torpedo tubes onboard Talwar class (Krivak III) INS Tabar

(Ron Richards) 1377566

266 Torpedoes > Heavyweight > Russian Federation
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Pluto Gigas

Type
Remote-control mine disposal vehicle.

Development
The Pluto Gigas has been designed and developed to meet increasingly

stringent operational requirements, such as the ability to operate in sea

currents up to 5 kt, at depths down to 1,000 m and at long ranges.

Description
The Pluto Gigas is the most powerful vehicle to be developed by Gaymarine

and is capable of operating in extremely demanding conditions such as river

estuaries, where currents of 5 kt may be encountered, and in zero visibility. It

can also be used in MCM operations in the open ocean where it can carry out

surveillance missions to depths of 600 m or greater.

The vehicle is based on the proven technology of Pluto Plus, incorporating

almost 90 per cent of the components used in that vehicle, thus providing a

considerable degree of interoperability and easing the logistics demands.

Pluto Gigas features a redesigned body constructed of carbon fibre

composites and a new propulsion system (double the power of Pluto Plus),

giving a speed in excess of 7.5 kt. It has increased endurance, can carry an

increased payload (1,000 kg in air) and is capable of operation at depths to

600 m. The propulsion system comprises four propulsors forward and four aft

which control vehicle movement and attitude in three dimensions.

The vehicle carries a long-range high-resolution electronically-scanned

sonar for search and navigation which covers up to a 200 m range with a 90°

field of view. Is also carries the Gaymarine SID identification sonar and a dual,

short-range search and navigation sonar covering a 60 m range on a 90°

sector. The SID identification sonar with a 4 to 8 m range uses acoustic camera

techniques to identify objects even in zero visibility conditions. A commercially-

available side-scan sonar can also be fitted instead of the countermining

charge. Navigation has been improved with the installation of a Doppler log

operating in conjunction with a computer system for automatic ‘hands off’

mission operation. An improved colour CCD TV camera is also fitted.

The umbilical link is a reusable, single-fibre, 2,000 m long optic cable, 4 mm

in diameter with a breaking strain of 300 kg. The winch is similar to that used

with Pluto Plus, but capable of generating an automatic constant pull up to

120 kg in currents between 3 and 5 kt. The control console and other

equipment is identical to that used with Pluto Plus.

The same vehicle can be used in three different configurations:

• in Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) configuration, controlled using either

fibre optic or coaxial cable

• in Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV)configuration, allowing

autonomous pre-programmed missions

• in semi-AUV configuration, allowing operation via wireless RF link.

Specifications

Length: 3.38 m

Width: 0.61 m

Height: 0.78 m

Weight: 600 kg (approx)

Operating depth: 600 m (1,000 m optional)

Payload: 100 kg (in air)

Speed: > 7 kt

Endurance: up to 5 h at 3 kt (lead-acid batteries)

Motors: 4 × horizontal; 2 × vertical; 2 × transversal

Console: 320 × 250 × 430 mm; 25 kg

Status
The Italian Navy has ordered a significant number of vehicles for mine

countermeasure and other applications. Units are in operation on Lerici/Gaeta-

classMCMVs, and one unit has been delivered in a portable configuration to be

used aboard Craft-Of-Opportunity (COOP).

The system is in service with the three Yang Yang-class MCMVs of the

Republic of Korea Navy (two per vessel).

Contractor
Gaymarine Srl, Lomazzo, Co.

Pluto Gigas general arrangement (Gaymarine) 0589882

Pluto Gigas 1107990

Pluto Gigas (Gaymarine) 0064341

Pluto Gigas (Gaymarine) 1140406
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